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A BSTRACT
This paper treats a critical component of the Web ecosystem that
has so far received little attention in our community: ad exchanges.
Ad exchanges run auctions to sell publishers’ inventory—space on
Web pages—to advertisers who want to display ads in those spaces.
Unfortunately, under the status quo, the parties to an auction cannot
check that the auction was carried out correctly, which raises the
following more general question: how can we create verifiability in
low-latency, high-frequency auctions where the parties do not know
each other? We address this question with the design, prototype implementation, and experimental evaluation of VEX. VEX introduces
a technique for efficient, privacy-preserving integer comparisons;
couples these with careful protocol design; and adds little latency
and tolerable overhead.
Categories and Subject Descriptors: C.2.4 [Computer-Communication Networks]: Security and Protection; K.4.4 [Electronic Commerce]: Security
Keywords: verifiable, auctions, ad exchanges, online advertisement
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I NTRODUCTION

Ad exchanges [5, 9, 11] are revolutionizing online advertising [48], an industry responsible for hundreds of billions of dollars
yearly [60]. For each visit by a user to a participating publisher’s
Web site, an ad exchange runs an auction in real time to sell the
publisher’s inventory (space for an ad) to advertisers. These auctions benefit advertisers (who appreciate fine-grained, targeted ads)
and publishers (who can sell space for such ads at a premium).
Despite their financial importance, scale, and strong trust assumptions, ad exchanges—versus online advertisement generally [23, 31, 32, 35, 47, 51, 54–56]—have received little attention
from computer scientists. Muthukrishnan [39] has articulated research problems (including the one that we address), but we believe
that this paper is the first to examine a concrete solution or system.
The question that we investigate is: how can an ad exchange
prove to publishers and advertisers that an auction was conducted
correctly, without disclosing information about the bids and bidders? To the extent that auctions today proceed on trust and the
reputation of the auctioneer (and hence only a few players are auctioneers), verifiable auctions could lower the barriers to entry for
new auctioneers. Moreover, verifiable auctions would benefit even
established ad exchanges, by enhancing the service that they provide. Finally, our solution is relevant beyond ad exchanges (§9).
The general problem of auction verification has been widely
studied [17, 27, 30, 37, 45, 46]. However, the technical challenges
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of ad exchanges, given below, mean that previous work is not directly applicable:
• Delay-sensitive. An auction must happen between the time when
the user visits a Web site and the time when the complete page,
including the ad, loads in the user’s browser. This window could
be very short (e.g., 100 ms), as latency is critical to the display
of Web pages.
• High volume. Ad exchanges handle billions of transactions per
day, consuming significant network and storage resources [43].
• Difficult to bootstrap trust. The only entity guaranteed to be
known a priori by any party to an auction is the ad exchange itself
(for instance, advertisers may not know each other). Moreover,
membership is dynamic: publishers and advertisers frequently
join and leave a given exchange.
We surmount these challenges with VEX, a system for verifiable
auctions. VEX’s goal in the online ad exchange context is to improve
the integrity of auctions while not making privacy and availability
worse than they are today. (It would obviously be ideal to improve
privacy and availability too, but integrity is a difficult problem on
its own.)
VEX has three salient aspects. First, VEX is separated into two
phases: it adds some in-band overhead to the auction and relies on
a more expensive (but still practical) offline auditing step. This separation keeps auction latency low while permitting cryptographic
operations as part of verifying the auction results. This separation
is acceptable because misbehavior in this context, even if detected
offline, has non-technical ramifications (loss of business, legal action, etc.).
Second, VEX introduces a new technique for privacy-preserving
comparisons, which may be useful elsewhere. Specifically, an entity
encodes a value v in the length of a hash chain and commits to the
value by exposing the tail of the hash chain;1 later, given a query q,
the entity can prove that v ≥ q (without disclosing v), by revealing
an appropriate node in the hash chain (the technique can also be
used to prove statements of the form “v ≤ q”).
Third, VEX uses careful protocol design to compose these
privacy-preserving comparisons with the auction protocol, to
achieve verifiable auctions. The protocol provides the guarantee
that if all parties behave, audits succeed, whereas if misbehavior
occurs (auctioneer chooses the wrong winner or the wrong price,
ignores a bidder’s bid, etc.), it can be detected during the auction
phase or the audit phase.
We have implemented and evaluated VEX (§7). Our prototype
imposes additional latency in the auction phase of 50 ms (at the 95th
percentile), and moderate computation (2× overhead) and storage
cost for the auctioneer. The audit phase is higher overhead—in
computational cost, the audit-to-auction ratio is roughly 1-to-160
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this scheme, the larger v is, the more work the entity has to do.
However, in our context, the maximum value of v will not be very
large, as discussed in Section 3.

in one of our optimized variants—but would happen less often. All
of these costs are affordable and consistent with the usual price of
cryptographic guarantees in systems.
Our work has several limitations. First, it may not be easy to
persuade today’s ad exchanges to adopt VEX; on the other hand, offering this protocol may attract publishers and advertisers. Second,
although bidders’ identities and bids remain secret, VEX reveals the
total number of bids (in an auction) and the sale price (if the auction
is audited). Third, our threat model is not the strongest possible;
among other things, we do not prevent misbehavior (only detect
it). Fourth, the ad exchange invites the bidders, so it can manipulate auctions, by choice of bidders. However, such manipulation is
mostly limited (§5) to endowing a colluding bidder with a right of
first refusal.2 Last, a malevolent publisher can deliver the auctioned
ad to the wrong user; this issue concerns the authenticity of what is
being auctioned and is a different problem from auction integrity,
but we can limit abuse by publishers (§5).
While online advertising has received much research attention (§8), verifiability in ad exchanges [39] has not been concretely
addressed. Thus, this paper’s contributions are:
• A technique for fast, private integer comparisons (§3).
• The design of VEX, a verifiable ad exchange protocol (§4) with
concrete guarantees (§5). For the most part, this design generalizes to other online auction platforms (§9).
• The implementation and evaluation of VEX and variants (§6–§7).

2

BACKGROUND

This section surveys online advertising (§2.1), ad exchanges (§2.2),
and various vulnerabilities (§2.3).

2.1

A brief history of online advertising

Advertising is a primary source of revenue for many Web sites
that provide free content (e.g., videos, news, blogs). These content
providers, also known as publishers, have for decades used ad networks [6, 8, 13] to sell advertising space on their sites. Ad networks
would buy impressions by the thousands (a priori) from publishers,
and distribute the impressions among the network’s advertisers.
Recent advances in behavioral targeting [15, 24] have increased
the effectiveness of ad networks by allowing them to better match
impressions to advertisers’ preferences. This approach inspired a
new kind of entity, the ad exchange, as a way of dealing with
impressions that publishers were unable to sell in advance to ad
networks [25]. Because of their simplicity, power, and versatility,
ad exchanges were well-received, and they quickly began serving
premium impressions. They now serve billions of transactions per
day [43] and are expected to account for 27% of the total display
ad sales in the United States by 2015 [57] (one estimate is that ads
sold via exchanges will be an $8 billion market by 2017 [48]).

2.2

Ad exchanges

On an ad exchange, a publisher auctions individual ad impressions
to advertisers and ad networks, selling the impression to the highest
bidder. The enabling technology is real-time bidding (RTB) [26],
which provides advertisers with data on users and Web pages, allowing them to bid only on the impressions that they consider per2 Right

to meet (and win in preference to) an existing offer before the
end of a transaction [1].

tinent. This gives publishers greater profit margins. Moreover, publishers get flexibility: they can sell impressions when available, instead of in batches, based on advance forecasts.
Figure 1 gives a high-level overview of ad exchanges. The key
parties in an ad exchange are as follows:
• Users are the page visitors who ultimately see the ad.
• Sellers are publishers who operate Web sites where ads can be
displayed. Medium and large publishers are often represented by
a third party known as a supply-side platform. Small publishers
are frequently represented by ad networks.
• Bidders are advertisers wishing to bid on a particular impression.
Medium and large advertisers often contract with a demand-side
platform, while smaller advertisers contract directly with ad networks.
• The ad exchange performs the auction. It processes requests
from sellers of impressions and requests bids from subscribed
bidders.
• Ad storage servers store the actual advertisement (e.g., a banner).
These servers can be maintained by content delivery networks,
ad networks, demand-side platforms, or large advertisers.
Ad exchange protocol. The ad exchange protocol is initiated
when a user visits a publisher’s page. The page contains an HTML
iframe or JavaScript snippet that causes the user’s Web browser to
send an ad tag request to the seller’s server (Figure 1, step À). This
request contains a unique identifier that allows the server to determine the properties of the ad space: the URL, the dimensions, or the
type of ad supported (e.g., video, image, text). The seller’s server
then creates an auction request (Figure 1, step Á). The auction request contains four types of information: ad space information, financial information (e.g., reserve price), user information, and a
time stamp. The user information varies widely and is based on
a publisher’s targeting strategy. It may include demographic (e.g.,
age) and geographic information, as well as information about the
user’s browsing history.
When the ad exchange receives an auction request, it performs
three actions. First, it looks up the user, by the process of cookie
syncing [2, 53]. Second, it chooses a set of bidders to participate
in the auction; the specifics of this step vary among ad exchanges.
Finally, the ad exchange constructs and sends a bid request to the
selected bidders (Figure 1, step Â). The bid request includes the
original impression information provided by the seller (ad space
information, financial information, user information, time stamp)
plus additional information held by the ad exchange about the user
or the seller (e.g., relevant keywords for the seller’s site).
Bidders process each bid request by identifying the potential
value of the impression; each bidder may have different bidding strategies. A bidder sends a bid message to the ad exchange
(step Ã). Each bid message contains a bid as well as an ad tag that,
should the bidder win the auction, will be delivered to the user’s
browser and will be used to fetch the bidder’s ad.
Upon receiving all of the bids or when a timeout is triggered, the
ad exchange evaluates the auction. It chooses a winner (the highest bidder), setting the sale price equal to the second-highest bid.
The ad exchange then notifies the winning bidder of the sale price
(step Ä) and forwards both the bidder’s ad tag and the sale price to
the publisher (step Å). At this point, the publisher can respond to
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Figure 1—Overview of ad exchanges. The steps required to deliver an ad to the user are as follows. À The user’s browser requests an ad tag from
the publisher’s server. Á The publisher’s server requests an ad tag from the ad exchange, thereby initiating an auction. Â The ad exchange asks
interested advertisers and ad networks to bid on the given impression. Ã Bidders submit their bid along with their corresponding ad tag. Ä The
winning bidder is notified of the result of the auction. Å The seller receives the ad tag as well as the impression’s sale price. Æ The seller responds
to the user’s browser request by providing the ad tag. Ç The ad tag causes the user’s browser to fetch an ad from an ad storage server. È The ad
is fetched and rendered in the user’s browser. This process often completes within a few hundred milliseconds.

the user’s ad tag request (step Æ), causing the user’s Web browser
to fetch the ad from the appropriate ad storage server (steps Ç, È).

• Completeness. If x ≥ q, then the prover can produce a proof that
convinces the querier that the committed value is greater than q.

2.3

• Soundness. If x < q, then it is computationally infeasible for the
prover to convince the querier that x ≥ q.

Vulnerabilities

Commission attack. The ad exchange receives payment from the
winning bidder when an impression is sold. Instead of reporting
this payment to the seller, the ad exchange reports a lower price, to
increase its “commission”.
Bid discrimination attack. The ad exchange selects a bidder other
than the highest to win, giving that bidder access to the media at a
below-market price; the ad exchange may then receive a side payment from this bidder.
Second-price attack. The ad exchange can misreport the secondhighest bid in a way that forces the winning bidder to pay a higher
price. This attack covers spurious bids by auction participants,
sometimes known as shill bidding [52], or cases when the ad exchange manufactures bidders.
Are these things happening today? We do not know: these behaviors are easy to carry out but difficult to detect. While a measurement study (e.g., submit multiple bids to auctions) would be
worthwhile, it would give only a snapshot, with no guarantees about
the future. By contrast, the system described in the sections ahead
would rule out (or significantly raise the barrier to) such behaviors.

3

P RIVATE INTEGER COMPARISONS

This section introduces a protocol for private integer comparisons.
We describe it separately for clarity and modularity, and because
the protocol may be useful in other contexts.
We want to emphasize two things before going any further.
(1) The costs of what we present are not asymptotically optimal (or
even close), nor are the theoretical properties the strongest available. (2) We developed this protocol for VEX because its costs are
practical in our context (where integers have limited size, etc.); this
low overhead contrasts with prior solutions (see Section 7.7).
The protocol is in two phases. First, a prover publishes a commitment to a non-negative integer x. Second, a querier supplies a
query q. The protocol provides these guarantees:

• Secrecy. No information about x is leaked, other than what is
implied by a proved statement.
• Binding. It is computationally infeasible for the prover to produce integers x1 6= x2 and a commitment c such that c is a valid
commitment to both x1 and x2 .
Although the protocol appears to provide only greater-than proofs,
we will show below how to obtain less-than proofs.
The main idea of the protocol is to encode an integer in the length
of a hash chain, publish the tail of the chain as the commitment, and
later publish an intermediate value in the chain as the proof.
Others have used hash chains [36] for various purposes, including to encode integers [41, 50]. There is also a rich literature on
privacy-preserving comparisons [20, 59] (we compare our technique to others [18, 21, 22, 28] in Section 7.7). However, to the
best of our knowledge, the protocol detailed below is the first to
build privacy-preserving integer comparisons from hash chains.
Details. The protocol relies on a function H, which for technical
reasons we model as a random oracle, and which we instantiate
with a cryptographic hash function, such as SHA-256.3 As notation,
we write H i (s) to mean composing H i times: H(· · · H(s) · · · ).
Figure 2 depicts the protocol. The commitment is H x (s), where
s is equal to H(s0 ), for some randomly generated secret s0 that is
distinguishable from elements in the range of H. In response to a
query q, the prover returns H x−q (s) as the proof, or ⊥.
This protocol provides the four guarantees above, as follows. For
completeness, if x ≥ q, then H x−q (s) convinces the querier: the
querier applies H q times to the proof and obtains H x (s). For sound3A

random oracle [16] maps each input to a randomly chosen output. It
has been shown that random oracles cannot exist, but it is a common
and accepted practice to use cryptographic hash functions as heuristic
substitutes when implementing protocols.

P ROVER
function S ETUP(n)
R
s0 ←
− Σn,k
return {s0 , s = H(s0 )}

Ad Exchange

Q UERIER

Commitment Round

function G EN Q UERY( )
// decide on a value to query, q
return q

Decommitment Round
Auction Phase
Audit Request

function G EN C OMMIT(x, s)
return c = H x (s)
function G EN P ROOF(q, x, s)
if q ≤ x then
return p = H x−q (s)
else
return ⊥

function V ERIFY P ROOF(q, c, p)
if p6=⊥ then
// p should be H x−q (s).
if H q (p) == c then
return accept
return reject

Proof
Generation

ness, observe that if x < q, then the querier’s algorithm could accept
the proof only if it were a preimage of s under H (specifically, the
(q−x)th preimage), yet by the properties of H, it is computationally
infeasible for the prover to identify such a preimage. For secrecy,
notice that the querier cannot determine x from the commitment or
the proof. (In fact, even if q = x, the querier learns only that x ≥ q;
in that case, the proof is s.) For binding, if the property did not hold,
then the prover could identify values x1 6= x2 and seeds s01 , s02 such
that H x1 (s01 ) = H x2 (s02 ), which is computationally infeasible, by the
properties of H.
Less-than proofs. Our less-than proofs require a separate commitment and proof (a single commitment does not prove less-than
and greater-than). The key step is to impose a maximum integer
m, known to both parties, to which the prover can commit. Then,
the parties follow the protocol in Figure 2 for x0 = m − x, and
q0 = m − q. That is, the prover commits to x0 , the querier issues q0 ,
etc., and the statement to be proved is x0 ≥ q0 , which is equivalent
to m − x ≥ m − q, which is equivalent to x ≤ q.
Discussion. We discuss three points here. First, the cost of the construction above depends on the committed value. However, we describe how to amortize and avoid some of the costs in the auction
context (§6). Moreover, as noted earlier in the section, the protocol is practical for our purposes, despite its unappealing asymptotic
costs, relative to prior work (see §7.7).
Second, the protocol admits actions by the prover (and querier)
that might intuitively seem like misbehavior. For instance, the
prover can do the following without violating the guarantees: return
⊥ even if x ≥ q; commit to a very large number, thereby ensuring
that it always “passes”; or in cases when both greater-than and lessthan proofs are needed (which requires two separate commitments),
the prover could issue commitments to different numbers. However,
whether such actions are actually problematic depends on the layers
above the protocol. For instance, in the ad context, we have found,
to our surprise, that (a) the prover does not have much ability to
cheat; and (b) we need only less-than proofs (§5.1).
Finally, the protocol presented here is not meant to be the last
word: if more suitable realizations of the primitive emerge, VEX
can use those too.

Proof
Validation
Audit Phase

Figure 3—VEX is divided into two phases: an auction phase, in which
the auction takes place, and an audit phase, in which an auditor verifies the correctness of the auction.
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Figure 2—A protocol for fast greater-than proofs. The random oracle H has signature H : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}n . Σn,k is a set of seeds of
length n + k, for some k, whose elements are easily distinguishable
from the range of H. For example, Σn,k could be {0}k ||{0, 1}n . The
prover calls Setup and GenCommit. After receiving the commitment,
the querier issues a query q to the prover, who calls GenProof. The
querier verifies the proof with VerifyProof.

Proofs

Auditor

D ESIGN OF VEX

At a high level, the purpose of VEX is to create verifiable records of
low-latency, high-frequency auctions. The records are constructed
so that any party to the auction, including the seller, can verify that
it was conducted correctly, without learning the bids (only the sale
price). This section describes our model and VEX’s design, Section 5 analyzes VEX and considers limitations, and Section 6 describes optimizations.

4.1

Requirements and model

We adopt the following requirements for VEX:
• Preserve existing relationships and protocols. To the extent possible, we want our solution to “fit” in today’s ad exchange
ecosystem and protocols (Figure 1).
• Preserve current privacy regime. As stated in Section 1, our goal
is to protect the integrity of auctions, but we should not make
privacy worse. Today, bidders’ privacy is discretionary (the auctioneer can leak bids; the bidder can in turn plausibly deny that it
issued a given bid). Thus, for us, an audit should not require that
the ad exchange disclose bidders’ bids or their identities.
• Do not undermine availability. As with privacy, VEX should not
make availability worse than in the status quo. Thus, availability can depend on the auctioneer and seller, but not on bidders;
bidders should be expected to fail.
• Avoid introducing trusted third parties. A new trusted third party
would hinder adoptability and create an additional vulnerability.
We are willing to trust services that the Web depends on, such as
DNS.
• Permit bilateral verification. An auditor should not have to deal
with any party to the auction besides the auctioneer.
• Do not burden the auction phase. The auction phase must have
low overhead (in resources and latency). However, the audit
phase can be more expensive, as long as it is practical.
• Make auditing, and its costs, optional. To facilitate auditing, we
are willing to tolerate a small cost to all participants, but no party
should bear a heavy cost unless it wishes to perform an audit.
Threat model. We model bidders, the seller, and the ad exchange
as covert adversaries [14], which are assumed malicious and can
deviate arbitrarily from protocols, or collude with each other. However, they can cheat only covertly (for example, their reputation is
valuable, or the legal ramifications of being detected are intolerable, etc.). Under this model, we consider a defense sufficient if it
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Function GenVO(id, bid, adtag)
s, s' = Setup() // see §3, §4.5.
c = GenCommit(m - bid, s)
htag = H(id || adtag)
vo = {c, htag}
// VEX object
vd = {s', bid, adtag} // Decommitment
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Function CheckVO(id, vo_list, vd_list)
for vo
vo_list and vd
vd_list
res = ConsistencyCheck(id, vo, vd)
if res ≠ consistent
status = non_auditable
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Function Auction(vd_list)
6
w = max_bid(vd_list) // returns an index
price = second_max(vd_list) // returns a value

id, vd
id, outcome, adtag

σ Rseller= Sign(id || outcome)
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id, outcome

R
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Function Outcome(w, price, vo_list, vd_list, status)
adtag = vd_list[w].adtag
htag = vo_list[w].htag
sp = price
outcome = {sp, htag, status}

Figure 4—VEX’s auction phase. In the first round, bidders commit to their bids; in the second round, the ad exchange computes the auction. The
most relevant computations are shown; minor checks and actions are omitted. The arrows are labeled by the contents of protocol messages.

makes misbehavior detectable under an audit. This is obviously not
the strongest possible threat model, but we believe that it matches
today’s ad exchange ecosystem.
Assumptions. We make standard cryptographic hardness assumptions. We also assume that each publisher has a well-known public
key. This does not require a PKI, only that the publisher’s public
key is available in a canonical Web location, say D/key.pub, where
D is the publisher’s domain name. Note that relying on DNS to
associate public keys and publishers does not introduce vulnerabilities in this context, as the parties already rely on DNS to associate
D to the publisher itself: in deciding to respond to a bid request for
D, a bidder assumes that the ad will appear in a Web page from D.

4.2

Overview

Besides the ad exchange, the system participants include sellers (or
their representatives; see Section 2.2) and bidders (or their representatives). Also any party to the auction (the seller, a bidder, or a
delegate of them) can decide to be an auditor of the auction.
Figure 3 depicts VEX. It is divided into two phases: the auction
phase (§4.3) and the audit phase (§4.4). The auction phase has two
rounds, and at a high level this structure ensures that (1) the auctioneer and seller acknowledge a bid before the bidder reveals it to
the auctioneer; (2) the bidder is bound to its bid; and (3) there is
an auditable record of the auction. The purpose of the audit phase
is to validate an auction’s correctness. We say that an auction is
conducted correctly if the following condition is met:
• Auction correctness. The seller receives the highest bidder’s ad
tag, and a sale price equal to the second-highest bid (§2.2).

4.3

Auction phase

Figure 4 depicts the auction phase. As stated above, it proceeds
in two rounds. In the commitment round, the seller initiates an auction by marshaling the relevant information (ad space, user, etc.; see
Section 2.2) and generating a unique identifier (Figure 4, step À).
The seller transmits these contents, signed, to the auctioneer, who
forwards them to the chosen bidders. Interested bidders respond
with a VEX object, which contains a hash of the bidder’s ad tag

prepended with the auction’s id and a commitment to the bid, intended for less-than proofs (§3) and equal-to proofs (§4.5) during
the audit phase (step Á). The auctioneer bundles these VEX objects,
for signing by the seller (step Â).
This operation freezes the VEX objects, creating a unique auction
whose input is the bundle itself. The commitment round finishes
when the auctioneer receives the signed bundle (step Ã).
In the decommitment round, each bidder receives the signed bundle of VEX objects. After ensuring that its own VEX object is included in the bundle, a bidder decommits: it provides to the auctioneer the information needed to decode and verify its VEX object
(see “vd” in GenVO, step Á).
Before continuing, the auctioneer checks that each VEX object
has been constructed properly; the procedure is depicted in Figure 5. If a VEX object fails this check, then the auctioneer will be
unable to pass the audit (§4.4). In this event, the auction proceeds—
it is too late for the parties to revoke their VEX objects—but the
auctioneer labels the auction non-auditable (step Ä). We discuss
non-auditability in Section 5.2.
The rest of the round proceeds similarly to the status quo.
The auctioneer uses the decommitted bids to compute the auction,
choosing a winner and the appropriate sale price (step Å). The auctioneer then informs the parties of the outcome. The outcome includes the sale price, the index of the winning bidder’s VEX object
in the VEX object bundle (indexing within the bundle is arbitrary),
1: function C ONSISTENCY C HECK(id, vo, vd)
2:
if vd.s0 ∈
6 Σn,k then
3:
return inconsistent
4:
c = GenCommit(m − vd.bid, vd.s0 )
5:
htag = H(id || vd.adtag)
6:
if c 6= vo.c or htag 6= vo.htag then
7:
return inconsistent
8:
return consistent

Figure 5—Pseudocode for the consistency check. id is the auction’s
identifier, vo is a bidder’s VEX object, vd is the corresponding decommitment, and m is the maximum bid (§7.1). This check ensures that
the VEX object and the decommitment match.

1: function G ENERATE AUDIT P ROOFS(sp, B, w, S0 )
2:
let P ← ∅
3:
constructed eq ← false
4:
for i = 1 to |B| do
5:
if Bi ≥ sp and i == w then
6:
Pi .label = greater-than
7:
Pi .proof = ⊥
8:
else if Bi == sp and constructed eq == false then
9:
Pi .label = equal-to
10:
Pi .proof = Si0
11:
constructed eq = true
12:
else // Bi ≤ sp
13:
Pi .label = less-than
14:
Pi .proof = GenProof(m − sp, m − Bi , H(Si0 ))
15:
return P

1: function V ERIFYAUDIT P ROOFS(sp, VO, hwtag , P)
2:
for i = 1 to |P| do
3:
if Pi .label == greater-than then
4:
if VOi .htag 6= hw
tag then
5:
return reject
6:
else if Pi .label == equal-to then
7:
if VerifyEqProof(m − sp, VOi .c, Pi .proof ) 6= accept then
8:
return reject
9:
else // Pi .label == less-than
10:
if VerifyProof(m − sp, VOi .c, Pi .proof ) 6= accept then
11:
return reject
12:
if exactly one greater-than label and exactly one equal-to label then
13:
return accept
14:
return reject

Figure 6—Pseudocode for proof generation. sp is the auction’s sale
price, B is the set of bids, w is the index of the winning bidder’s bid
in B, S0 is the set of secret seeds, and m is the maximum allowed
bid. This procedure uses the integer comparison protocol described
in Section 3 and an extension (Section 4.5).

Figure 7—Pseudocode for proof verification. sp is the auction’s sale
price, VO is the set of VEX objects, hwtag is the hash of the winning
bidder’s ad tag, and P is the set of labeled proofs provided by the auctioneer. This procedure relies on the protocol described in Section 3
and an extension (Section 4.5).

a hash of the winning bidder’s ad tag, and a bit indicating whether
the auction can be audited.
The auction phase of the protocol completes when the seller acknowledges the outcome (step Æ). To do so, the seller computes the
hash of the winning bidder’s ad tag and checks that the value included in the auction’s outcome is consistent. If so, the seller sends
a signature of the auction’s outcome to the auctioneer, who stores it
as proof of completion.
The next section describes how the auctioneer uses the received
decommitments to generate proofs of correctness, and how auditors
use VEX objects to validate these proofs.

4.4

Audit phase

An auditor begins an audit by submitting the unique identifier of
the auction to the auctioneer. The auctioneer then returns the VEX
object list and outcome record (which contains sp, the sale price,
and hwtag , the ad tag hash of the winning bidder); both objects should
have been signed by the seller. The auctioneer must also return a
list of proofs in which it labels each bid in the VEX object list with
greater-than, equal-to, or less-than; the comparison is to sp.
Figures 6 and 7 depict the procedures for a correct auctioneer and
an auditor, respectively, to generate proofs and validate proofs. The
high-level idea is that the protocol requires the actioneer to label
the |P| bids (see above); meanwhile for the labeling to appear valid,
|P| − 2 of the bids must be labeled with less-than (with corresponding proofs), and one bid must be labeled with equal-to (again with a
correct proof). Although no greater-than proof appears, the requirement for |P| − 1 correctly labeled bids gives the auctioneer little
leeway in its claim about which proof corresponds to the winning
bid. We make this reasoning rigorous in Section 5.1.

4.5

Extending the integer comparisons protocol

We extend the protocol described in Section 3, to allow a prover
to generate proofs of strict equality. We use this extension, instead
of a more natural proof-of-equality (e.g., providing the hash of a
value and then later revealing the value), because the correctness
argument for audits depends on there being a single commitment
object for each bid (§5.1).
Figure 8 depicts the extension. With this extension, greater-thanor-equal proofs remain the same. The difference is that the prover
could choose to reveal s0 to prove strict equality. The querier can

function V ERIFY E Q P ROOF(q, c, p)
// p should be s0
if VerifyProof(q + 1, c, p) == accept and p ∈ Σn,k then
return accept
return reject

Figure 8—Extension of the protocol depicted in Figure 2, to enable
equality proofs. The extension overloads a greater-than or less-than
commitment, to let the prover also prove equality, should it choose.
The prover calls Setup and GenCommit as before, and reveals s0 when
it wishes to prove strict equality.

then verify the proof with VerifyEqProof. This extension does not
subvert the guarantees provided by the base protocol, though of
course the Secrecy guarantee is vacuous under equality proofs.

5

A NALYSIS ,

REVISITING REQUIREMENTS ,
AND ISSUES

We consider the auction correctness condition from Section 4.2, the
design requirements from Section 4.1, and other issues.

5.1

Auction correctness

For now, we assume that each impression is auctioned at most once
and that at most one bidder is told that it won the given auction;
we revisit these assumptions in Section 5.3. Our focus here will
be on the Auction correctness condition, stated in Section 4.2. We
show that, assuming a successful audit, if there is no auctioneerbidder collusion, then the correctness condition holds. If there is
such collusion, a colluding bidder receives a right of first refusal.
(Auctioneer-seller collusion is considered in Section 5.3.)
As described in Section 4.4, two inputs to an audit are (1) the
VEX object list for that auction (which the auditor fetches from
the auctioneer and which is signed by the seller) and (2) a set of
proofs, which the auctioneer generates in response to an audit request. To pass verification (Figure 7), the auctioneer must label one
proof with greater-than, one with equal-to, and the rest with lessthan. For ease of exposition, we will refer to the auctioneer as labeling bids; this phrasing is justified because the proof entries and
committed bids are in one-to-one correspondence. For notation, let
e be the index of the bid labeled equal-to, g be the index of the
bid labeled greater-than, and L be the set of indices of bids la-

beled less-than. Notice that the algorithm in Figure 7 passes only
if L ∪ {e, g} = {1, 2, . . . , |B|}.
Now, consider the following four conditions:
• Be = sp, where sp is the sale price reported to the seller.
• The bidder of Bg was designated the winner.
• Be ≥ max{B` | ` ∈ L}.
• Bg ≥ Be .
These conditions together imply Auction correctness (§4.2), as follows. The first condition implies that the sale price sp equals one
of the bids; the second condition implies that the winner’s ad tag
was provided to the seller. The latter two conditions imply that the
auction obeyed the second-price computation (§2.2) and its generalization to the case of ties among bids. Indeed, in the case that all
of the bids are different, the latter two conditions express that Bg
was the highest bid and Be the second-highest.
Claim 5.1. If the audit verification algorithm (Figure 7) passes,
then the first three conditions above hold.
Proof. If the first condition does not hold, then the auctioneer labeled Be incorrectly, and VerifyEqProof fails (Figure 7, line 7).
Recall that Bg is defined to be the bid labeled with greater-than.
If the bidder who issued Bg was not the one whose ad tag hash was
signed by the seller (the designated winner), then the audit algorithm rejects in line 4 (Figure 7). Thus, the second condition holds.
If the third condition does not hold, then there exists i ∈ L such
that Be < Bi . But Pi (the proof corresponding to Bi ) is labeled lessthan, so the verification algorithm (Figure 7, line 10) expects a proof
that Bi ≤ sp = Be . Yet Bi > Be , so the soundness of the integer
comparison protocol (Section 3) implies that it is computationally
intractable for the auctioneer to formulate such a proof. Thus, the
audit does not pass.
What about the last condition? The auctioneer can violate this
condition but only under limited circumstances:4
Claim 5.2. If the audit passes but Be > Bg , then the auctioneer set
sp equal to the highest bid and designated a winner who bid less
than this amount.

colluder is not ideal, but we consider this a (partial) victory because
this right is well-understood in other contexts (law, real estate, etc.),
and this is the limit of explicit manipulation.

5.2

We now consider the requirements from Section 4.1 in turn, and ask
to what degree the protocol follows them.
Existing relationships are preserved, though slightly more information leaks out of VEX versus in the status quo: in VEX’s auction
phase, bidders learn how many other bidders there are, and in VEX’s
audit phase, the auditor learns the sale price of the auction. We do
not believe that these revelations significantly alter the ecosystem
beyond the changes introduced by verifiability, but we admit that
this is speculation.
Bidder privacy. A bidder who creates a VEX object has plausible deniability about having done so: nothing in the protocol links
a given VEX object to its bidder, the indexing of bids in the VEX
object list is arbitrary, and the ad tag appears in the VEX object list
only in hashed form.
Availability. As in the status quo, the availability of the auction
phase depends on the seller and the auctioneer but not bidders. Bidders affect the availability of the audit phase: a bidder renders an
auction non-auditable if it commits to a VEX object without decommitting (because then the auctioneer cannot generate proofs for the
corresponding VEX object, which stymies the audit protocol). The
protocol requires the auctioneer to declare a non-auditable auction
online (though we explore the performance benefits of relaxing this
requirement in Section 6). Such publicity would ideally disincentivize auctioneers from abusing the non-auditability designation.
The auctioneer, in turn, could dissuade bidders from inducing this
behavior, perhaps by levying penalties and eventually dropping a
bidder who persistently fails to decommit. Note that although we
are relying on publicity and soft defenses here, we still need VEX:
without it, there is no protocol deviation to publicize.
No new third parties are introduced by the protocol.
Bilateral verification is a feature of the protocol.
The requirements that concern costs—low burden on auction
phase and optional auditing—are evaluated in Section 7.

5.3
Proof. If the audit passes, then by Claim 5.1, sp = Be and Be ≥
max{B` | ` ∈ L}. And by the given condition, Be > Bg . Thus, all
of the bids are ≤ Be = sp, so this bid is the highest (and is perhaps
tied for that place). Since the second condition holds, the designated
winner bid Bg , yet the sale price is sp = Be > Bg .
Thus, if the fourth condition is violated without triggering detection, then the designated winner must have colluded, possibly
tacitly, as this bidder is now obligated to pay more than its bid!—
an incorrect outcome. In effect, such a colluding bidder is given a
right of first refusal: it has the option to win the auction and the
impression but only by paying the highest offered bid.
The guarantees, then, that the auction and audit protocols provide are: assuming a successful audit, (1) if there is no collusion,
then all four conditions above hold, and hence so does Auction correctness (§4.2); and (2) if there is collusion, a colluding (possibly
low) bidder can exercise a right of first refusal. Giving this right to a
4 This

vulnerability is a consequence of our integer comparison protocol (§3); the issue would not exist under one of the more powerful (but
more expensive) alternatives in Section 7.7.

Revisiting the design requirements

Other issues

Manipulation by the auctioneer. Because the auctioneer can invite
parties, it has a fundamental ability to manipulate the auction. Nevertheless, this ability is limited. First, although the auctioneer can
choose the bidders, perhaps excluding known high bidders to give
other bidders favored treatment, doing so is detectable: persistently
excluded bidders would notice the dearth of invitations. In the status quo, by contrast, the auctioneer can mask such malfeasance, by
inviting bidders but not recognizing them as having won.
Second, the auctioneer can collude with a bidder (including a
fake one). As explained in Section 5.1, such a colluding bidder can
receive a right of first refusal. Third, the auctioneer can use historical knowledge of bids (but not the current auction’s bids: those are
hidden during the commitment round) to bid between the highest
and second-highest bids. The effect is to bid up the price paid by
the winner, which is similar to the right of first refusal in that, to be
competitive, a bidder’s price must now be higher than it otherwise
would have needed to be.
Impression delivery. VEX does not ensure that the auctioned impression is actually delivered to the claimed user: the seller can
send the ad to a different user, or even a bot. However, based on

the HTTP request that fetches the ad, the winning bidder can check
that the fetching user matches the original user information (§2.2),
in terms of browser, IP prefix, cookies, etc.—and from the advertiser’s perspective, matches on these axes are likely “good enough”.
A seller could certainly spoof these fields (by imitating a legitimate
user’s browser, commandeering bots, etc.), but with the bidder’s
checks in place, a successful spoof now requires decidedly wrong
(borderline criminal) behavior.
Auction uniqueness. VEX does not prevent the auctioneer or
seller from auctioning the same impression multiple times to disjoint sets of bidders. However, that would also be an attack—a more
obvious one than above—on impression delivery, and the defrauded
bidder would notice that its ad was not fetched.
Auctioneer-seller collusion. VEX does not prevent the seller
and auctioneer from colluding to produce two conflicting outcome
records for the same auction, thereby convincing more than one bidder that they won that auction. But here again, only one bidder can
actually receive the impression, allowing the other to suspect misbehavior. While we cannot prove that conflicting outcome records
are the limit of auctioneer-seller collusion, we have been unable to
identify another attack enabled by such collusion.

6

VEX VARIANTS : VEX - NOCC AND VEX - CP

We now briefly describe two variants of VEX. In the first variant,
VEX - NOCC , the auctioneer performs the consistency check (Figure 5) the first time that an auction is audited instead of during the
auction phase. VEX - NOCC dramatically reduces the auction’s delay, while adding very little overhead to the audit phase. The reason
is that, in generating audit proofs, the auctioneer does much of the
work of the consistency check (specifically, line 14 in Figure 6 does
most of the work of line 4 in Figure 5). The disadvantage of this approach is that auctions can no longer be labeled as auditable (or not)
during the online auction phase. This in turn means that auctioneers
might have more leeway to render auctions non-auditable.
The second variant, VEX - CP, retains the online consistency
check but accelerates it, by paying additional storage costs. In
VEX - CP, the auctioneer pre-computes hash chains of maximum
length, storing some of the intermediate nodes as checkpoints; we
find that having roughly 20 checkpoints leads to satisfactory performance while introducing minor storage overhead (§7.5). The auctioneer retains the seeds used to generate these chains and supplies
them to bidders, as part of the first message (with the id, impression
information, etc.; see Figure 4). To issue a commitment, a bidder
now generates a precommitment from the seed, appends a random
bit string as a salt (which hides the committed value even from the
auctioneer), and hashes these to produce the commitment. Bidders
decommit by revealing the salt rather than the seed.
At that point, the auctioneer can perform the consistency check
quickly, by traversing the chain from the closest checkpoint, rather
than from the root. Note that these checkpoints also accelerate proof
generation, leading to performance benefits during the audit phase.
VEX - CP requires minor changes to VerifyProof (Figure 2), VerifyEqProof (Figure 8), and VerifyAuditProofs (Figure 7). The modified VerifyProof is depicted in Figure 9; it handles salted commitments. The modified VerifyEqProof and VerifyAuditProofs handle
an extra parameter, salt. In addition, auditors must obtain from the
auctioneer the list of all of the salts used in a particular auction.
With VEX - CP, the auctioneer can sometimes re-use chains and
checkpoints across multiple auctions. We elide the details for the
sake of brevity. Here is a brief summary. We assume a fixed window

function V ERIFY P ROOF(q, c, p, salt)
if p 6= ⊥ then
// p should be H x−q (s).
if H(H q (p) || salt) == c then
return accept
return reject

Figure 9—Refinement of secrecy-preserving integer comparisons
(Figure 2) to use a salt.

of time during which an auction could be audited (say 1 month). If
this interval expires, the auction is guaranteed not to be audited.
At that point, it is safe to reuse the chain, provided it has not been
used in an audited auction. Replenishing checkpoints happens in
the audit phase. In particular, after an audit, the auctioneer generates a new set of chains and checkpoints, and marks all of the ones
associated with the current audit non-reusable.

7

E XPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

This section investigates the price of the guarantees that VEX provides, by asking the following questions: (1) What is VEX’s effect
on throughput? (2) What is VEX’s effect on latency in the online
phase? (3) What are VEX’s storage and bandwidth costs? (4) What
is the auditing cost in absolute terms, and what is the audit/auction
cost ratio? (5) What are the costs of the protocol introduced in Section 3, and of alternative schemes that could be used to implement
private comparisons in VEX? We answer these questions in the context of a prototype implementation, described below.

7.1

Prototype implementation

We implement model applications in C++, for an ad exchange (auctioneer), a seller, and a bidder. We do not implement interactions
with the user (Figure 1, steps À, Æ, Ç, and È). The auctioneer application is 1215 lines of C++ (measured by SLOC [12]). We also
implement the two variants described in Section 6, requiring an additional 165 lines of C++. The seller model application is 659 lines
of C++; the bidder, 939 lines. We also implement a model auditor
in 471 lines of C++ (and 30 more for VEX - CP).
For H, we use an optimized implementation of SHA-256; it uses
Intel’s AVX instructions. The implementation is based on a release
from Intel [7] and is adapted to work with our application (requiring
400 lines of assembly and C).
We perform all public key operations using the ESIGN signature scheme [42], with 2048-bit keys, and parameter e = 8. The
seeds (§3) are 512-bit strings, where the first 256 bits form a wellknown pattern (see Figure 2), and the remaining 256 bits are randomly generated. In the case of VEX - CP, the salts are 256 bits.
We use integers to represent bids from $0.01 to $100 in $0.01
increments (which is typically the smallest billable unit in ad exchanges [4]); thus, for the purposes of the integer comparison protocol (§3), the maximum (m) is 10,000. Also, VEX - CP computes a
total of 20 checkpoints (§6). All of the protocol messages are based
on DoubleClick’s RTB protocol [3], and are extended to contain the
required fields for VEX and its variants.

7.2

Experimental setup and method

We compare our implementation’s resource use to that of a baseline protocol; we implemented the baseline in 1635 lines of C++,
following the protocol depicted in Figure 1.
We consider CPU utilization (measured using the PAPI library [10]), auction latency (measured at application-level from the
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significant digits. The standard deviations in all experiments are less
than 10% of the means. The baseline does no cryptographic operations, so its auction computation is considerably lighter.

seller’s point of view, specifically from steps Á to Å in Figure 1),5
network utilization (reported in terms of bytes sent and received at
application-level), and storage (computed as bytes stored on disk).
We run all of our experiments on Utah’s Emulab [58], configuring VEX, VEX - CP, VEX - NOCC, and the baseline identically. Each
party (bidder, seller, auctioneer) runs on a single core. Our experiments have four physical nodes; one is dedicated to the auctioneer,
two are shared by all bidders and the seller, and the remaining one
is an Emulab delay node. All simulated links have fixed 10 ms latency, 1 Gbps throughput, and zero packet loss. Each node is a Dell
r820 2U server, with four 2.2 Ghz 64-bit 8-core E5-4620 “Sandy
Bridge” processors, 128 GB of 1333 MHz DDR3 RAM, running a
standard 64-bit Ubuntu 12.04 Linux operating system.

7.3

Throughput

To understand throughput, we measure the capacity (i.e., maximum
number of auctions per second) that the auctioneer can handle for
each of our variants. In this experiment, we pre-compute and load
into memory all of the inputs that the auctioneer expects from other
parties (e.g., commitments, signatures, etc), and bombard the auctioneer with auction requests issued in closed loop, for 30 seconds;
this stresses the auctioneer’s part of the protocol in Figure 4. The
experiment thus includes the cost of message serialization but not
I/O and network overhead. We perform 100 trials.
Figure 10 depicts the results. VEX’s results are elided for readability, but its performance is two orders of magnitude lower than
VEX - CP’s. The baseline is roughly 20× better than VEX - CP’s implementation at higher loads. Under VEX - NOCC, however, the slowdown is only 2×. While these results might produce some sticker
shock, they are actually not surprising: the baseline performs negli5 In

the case of VEX and its variants, we stop the timer before the seller
R
generates σseller
(see Figure 4).

gible work (computing the maximum of a set, etc.) while VEX and
its variants handle twice as many messages and perform cryptographic operations.
We perform a similar experiment for the seller and bidder applications and find that they can sometimes be the bottlenecks in VEX’s
variants. Specifically, we observe that both applications are roughly
2 orders of magnitude slower than their baseline counterparts. The
seller reaches a capacity of 5500 auctions per second on a single
core (for 10 bidders; this number is only slightly lower for a higher
number of bidders), while the bidder application can support up to
650 auctions per second on a single core. The seller’s throughput is
limited by the three required public key operations; each takes on
average 50 µs. The limiting factor for bidders is commitment generation (§4), averaging 1.2 ms per commitment. Note that our baseline seller application performs no computations besides sending
the request (Figure 1, Step Á) and logging the response (Figure 1,
Step Å), so we are not measuring the time needed to generate the
ad space and user information in these experiments.
Our results suggest that the computational bottleneck for now is
the bidder application (rather than the auctioneer). This is obviously
a limitation and a natural starting point for future work.

7.4

Latency

To investigate latency during the auction phase, we have the model
seller generate requests according to a Poisson process of varying
rate. We fix the number of bidders at 20.
Figure 11 depicts the results. When lightly loaded (≤50 requests/sec), VEX - CP and VEX - NOCC process auctions in less than
120 ms (at the 95th percentile). The latency overhead versus the
baseline is 55 ms for VEX - CP and 51 ms for VEX - NOCC, the majority (∼40 ms) coming from an additional round of communication.
VEX ’s latency rises with offered load because the load is exceeding VEX’s (anemic) capacity; VEX - CP experiences the same behavior starting at 200 auctions per second. By contrast, VEX - NOCC and
the baseline can handle significantly higher loads, as they do not
perform cryptographic operations along the critical path (§6).

7.5

Network and storage costs

Figure 12 tabulates the network and storage overhead of VEX.
The majority of the overhead comes from transmitting and storing the VEX objects and the seller’s signatures (§4.3). In addition,
VEX - CP’s auctioneer incurs a moderate local storage cost from the
checkpoints of precomputed hash chains (§6).
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Figure 12—Network and storage costs beyond the baseline. n is the
number of bidders participating in the auction, and cp is the size (in
bytes) of the checkpoint list. The checkpoint list is composed of 20
checkpoints per seed, or a total of 640 bytes per bidder (640n). Not
depicted is an additional 64n bytes (for the VEX objects) that need to
be stored by an auctioneer under VEX - NOCC (see Section 6).

7.6

Audit cost

To quantify the cost of an audit, we run our auditor application
and the auctioneer (for each of the variants) independently, handing them auctions, in closed loop, to prove or verify, and measure
capacity. For VEX - CP, we do not depict the cost of generating new
seeds and checkpoints after an audit (§6); adding such costs would
result in performance similar to that of VEX - NOCC.
We perform two sets of experiments. First, we vary the number
of bidders that originally participated in the auction, holding sale
price constant. Figure 13(a) depicts the results. The CPU costs of
the proof generation and proof verification algorithms (Figures 6
and 7) rise linearly with the number of bidders; the reason is that
the auctioneer generates a proof for every submitted bid.
Second, we vary the auction’s sale price, holding constant the
number of bidders. Figure 13(b) depicts the results. Sale price has
little effect on the work performed by the auctioneer (proof generation) in the optimized variants of VEX but significantly impacts an
auditor’s throughput. The reason is that the principal cost for both
parties is hash operations6 . Meanwhile, under VEX - NOCC, the auctioneer must perform, for each bid bi , (sp−bi )+(m−sp) = (m−bi )
hash operations, which is independent of sp. Under VEX - CP, the
number of hash operations performed
by the auctioneer in the audit
P
m
phase is upper-bounded by ni=1 min{ 20
, sp − bi }, and m/20 is the
controlling component, in our experiments. By contrast, the auditor

6 When

modeling the verification of signatures, we do not take into account the time needed to fetch the seller’s public key from the canonical location (see Section 4.1).
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Figure 14—Comparison of VEX’s integer comparisons (§3) to zeroknowledge range proofs, in terms of storage and network costs, and
number of rounds of interaction. Costs are estimated from the papers;
we report the variant with the lowest communication costs.

must perform m − sp hash operations for each less-than proof, plus
m + 1 − sp hash operations for the equal-to proof.
Based on these results, the auctioneer can sustain audits at
roughly 1/18 and 1/160 the rate at which it can sustain auctions
under VEX - CP and VEX - NOCC, respectively (we ignore VEX as it
can actually perform more audits than auctions!). This means that
with 33% (say) additional resources over its auction-handling resources, the auctioneer could support an audit rate of 1 in 24 and 1
in 480 auctions for VEX - CP and VEX - NOCC, respectively.

7.7

Integer comparison protocol

We now compare the protocol in Section 3 to zero-knowledge range
proofs (ZK:RP) [18, 21, 22, 28], which, like the protocol in Section 3, provide privacy-preserving integer comparisons. However, a
ZK:RP provides stronger properties than VEX (it can answer queries
about ranges versus inequalities), but here our focus is on costs: the
size of commitment, the length of proofs, and the number of rounds
of interaction. Figure 14 depicts the comparison. VEX is relatively
lightweight in terms of commitment size and proof size, and it requires only one round of communication.
Of course, another important axis for comparison is computational (CPU) cost of commitment generation, proof generation, and
proof verification. However, it is difficult to estimate the cost of the
alternatives because most of them have not been implemented, and
do not appear in the literature in a way that exposes all of their
constants. It is clear that their asymptotic performance is superior
to VEX’s, though we think VEX is likely to perform better over the
range that it deals with (numbers less than 10,000; see Section 7.1).
Indeed, commitment generation, proof generation, and proof verification all take roughly 1 ms in this range. In contrast, a recent
implementation of Boudot’s scheme [38] requires relatively large

proofs (5.3 KB), and proof generation and verification take 74 and
31 ms, respectively.

7.8

Summary and outlook

Our evaluation indicates that the additional latency imposed by VEX
and its variants is fairly low (tens of milliseconds per auction) and
comes primarily from an additional round of communication. Network costs are moderate (hundreds of bytes per bid), storage costs
for the auctioneer are considerable (but still tolerable), and auctioneer throughput is reasonable (one of the optimized variants of VEX
imposes overhead of 2×). The audit-to-auction ratio (in terms of the
expense of an audit) is 1 for every 18 auctions for VEX - CP, and 1
for every 160 auctions for VEX - NOCC. This ratio could in principle
permit a significant fraction of auctions to be audited. The principal
cost during the auction phase is the bidders’ commitment generation. This cost is comparable to proof generation and verification in
the audit phase, and accounts for about 1.2 ms of CPU time.
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OTHER RELATED WORK

We covered work on hash chains and zero knowledge range proofs
in Sections 3 and 7.7. Below, we discuss three categories of research: online advertisement, secure auctions, and general-purpose
auditing.
Online advertising. Privad [31], Adnostic [51], and work by
Juels [35] apply to ad networks, versus our concern of ad exchanges.
Also, their focus is privacy for Web users, versus our concern of integrity in auctions. Reznichenko et al. [47] develop auction protocols, but again the focus is ad networks, and the goal is user privacy.
Recent work by Dave et al. [23] and Haddadi [32] focuses on
measuring, detecting, and preventing fraudulent clicks in online
ad networks; this work could complement VEX by helping to defend against attacks on impression delivery (§5.3). Stone-Gross et
al. [49] characterize the different types of fraudulent activity in ad
exchanges, such as click fraud and keyword stuffing, but unlike
VEX , their work assumes the correctness of the ad exchange itself.
Lastly, Muthukrishnan [39] describes ad exchanges generally, and
poses nine theoretical problems that range from mechanism design
to the development of a verifiable ad exchange. We address the latter problem with VEX.
Secure auctions. A large body of work in secure auctions focuses
on privacy [19, 34, 40]. This work is valuable but orthogonal to the
focus of this paper. Other work [17, 30, 37, 44–46, 50] recognizes
the importance and the challenge of designing verifiable online auctions, and proposes several schemes based on novel cryptographic
techniques and distributed protocols. We provide a summary of the
most relevant work below.
The work by Rabin et al. [45] is the most recent in a line of
work [44, 46] that aims for auction integrity. This work achieves
stronger guarantees than VEX (for instance, unlike VEX, their
scheme does not require disclosing the auction’s sale price to verify that an auction was conducted properly), and reports impressive
performance results. On the other hand, as the authors acknowledge, the performance results correspond to a construction with
soundness (probability of detecting an incorrect outcome) of only
25%. Amplifying this rate would require bidders to submit a large
number of commitments, leading to large computational, storage,
and communication costs.
Some work [30, 37, 50] proposes the design of secure auctions
by splitting up the role of the auctioneer into multiple parties. Note

that some of these schemes prevent misbehavior (versus detecting
it, as in VEX). The tradeoff is that they require a non-collusion assumption among some of the parties. This is a reasonable assumption in many instances, but the centralized nature of ad exchanges
makes this work not directly applicable to our requirements (§4.1).
Auditing. General-purpose auditing systems, such as PeerReview [33], provide strong guarantees that would benefit ad exchanges, but they require participants (and their public keys) to
be well-known. The more specialized SPIDeR [61], though not directly applicable to auctions, has a similar ethos to VEX: SPIDeR
uses low cost, weak cryptographic primitives and couples them with
careful design to obtain security guarantees.
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D ISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

As mentioned in the introduction and described in Section 5, VEX
has limitations. We now return to two of them. First, VEX has undeniable overhead. However, it is not absurd and in fact is consistent
with the price of cryptographic guarantees in systems.
Second, the auctioneer can manipulate auctions, by choice of
participants, by colluding with a bidder, or by labeling auctions
non-auditable. However, under our analysis, this is all that the auctioneer can do, and given the nature of the problem—that there are
billions of latency-sensitive auctions per day, that none of the participants know each other, that the integer comparison protocol (§3)
gives weak guarantees, that the auctioneer seems to hold all of the
cards, etc.—we were not sure that we could provide any guarantees at all. So we have been pleasantly surprised that the guarantees (§4.2, §5.1) appear strong enough for real use.
In fact, a natural avenue of future work is to broaden VEX’s applicability: to other ads, to other auctions, and to other contexts. Concerning other ads, we have assumed impression ads; we would like
to know if VEX applies to cost-per-click ads and other types. Concerning other auctions, we expect that VEX’s core protocol, under
generalizations, can verify k-price auctions (winning bidder pays khighest bid), generalized Vickrey auctions (m items are allocated to
m bidders, who pay the m − 1-highest bid), and modified secondprice auctions (the highest bidder pays the second-highest bid plus
a fixed amount). And concerning other contexts, we have phrased
the core protocol in terms of ads (Figures 4–8), but we believe that
the design is mostly independent of this context. With minor modifications, it should apply to eBay, online funding platforms, and
other online auctions.
This is not to say that misbehavior is rampant in these contexts,
just that verifiability would be a Good Thing: it would strengthen
the service given to auction participants while lowering the barrier
to entry for new auctioneers, by reducing the trust required.
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